Nuway connect, the collection

The flexible rigid entrance system
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Coral classic colours
available in Nuway connect

The ability to mix and match various elements of Connect
can be seen here. We’ve only shown a few examples of the
combinations avaialble.

Different heights – different profiles
4701 anthracite

4730 raven black

4727 navy blue

4764 taupe

4744 espresso

4750 warm black

The appearance of the 10 mm depth Connect differs from the 17
and 22 mm versions as the width of the profile of 10 mm Nuway
connect is larger and therefore shows more aluminium.

Low lustre anodised aluminium

Dimensions

Depth to height
of aluminium

Depth to height
of insert
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8mm

8mm
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Connect 17mm

14mm

14mm
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Connect 22mm

19mm
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17mm
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Construction
Mix and match
inserts

Open or closed
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None

None

None

Removes dirt
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Removes moisture
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Accessories
available

Guarantee

Level of traffic

Please note: Digital representations may vary from the actual
product. Please order a sample to see the full effect. Contact
0800 731 2369.

Open or closed construction

Considerations

Open (10mm height)

17/22mm

Yes (open construction only)

Rollable

Suitable for shaping
on site

10mm

5 years (7 if installed by a FESSI)
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Very heavy

Very heavy

Very heavy

As with all aluminium matting systems
of this type, in very brightly lit areas,
the strong contrast between a light
aluminium scraper bar and a dark wiper
strip can sometimes create a strobe effect
which should be prevented. To avoid
disorientating pedestrians affected by this
type of visual disturbance, consider using a
less contrasting insert.

Closed (10mm height)

Mix and match – bristle and rubber
Specials
Although Nuway connect is one of the
most flexible entrance systems available,
there may still be times when different
colourways or constructions are needed.

For technical information please turn to
pages 48 – 49.

Textile with bristles
(10mm height)
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Bristles with rubber
(10mm height)

Different colours are available at a small
price premium and there is also the
possibility of adding anodised aluminium
strips, as seen at the top of the page. To
find out more, please contact our Entrance
Flooring Systems customer service team
on 01773 740 688.
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